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Happy Summer!
We are excited to kick off this newsletter by announcing our 2020 Scholarship Recipients and sharing this awesome college guide for incoming college
students!
We hope your summer is full of adventure and good times! As a reminder, our branch lobbies are now open. Click here for individual branch hours.
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Check Out the New App Update!
Our new update includes new security enhancements! Users must update by the end of 2020 for both iOS and Android. If you have your automatic updates
turned on, then your app should be updated to the most recent version.
If you do not have automatic updates on, then you can follow the instructions below to update:
 For instructions on how to update on iOS, click here
 For instructions on how to update on Android, click here
Don't have the Education First app? Get the free app for iOS or Android today to help with your mobile banking needs!
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*The update will not run on rooted/jailbroken devices. Some older versions will not support these upgrades as well.
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Add These Business Newsletters to Your Inbox
Equip Yourself with News, Tips and Trends from the Experts
The Hustle
Many business experts recommend subscribing to The Hustle digital newsletter. It delivers
quick, essential coverage of major business market news to your inbox every morning.
“The briefing conveys what you need to know for the day in clear, relatable and often
hilarious prose,” shares Brittney Laryea of Magnify Money. “On weekdays, The Hustle is
packed with information about and analysis of three to five businessrelated topics you can
bring up at the watercooler, and it ends with a Spotify link to the song of the day.”
If you want a newsletter to catch up on the market’s occurrences every day, sign up for The
Hustle.
Broadsheet
Learn from the most influential women in business by reading about them in the Broadsheet
newsletter. Produced by Fortune, this email is a collection of stories and articles pertaining
to women in the business world.
“A daily newsletter curated by Kristen Bellstrom and for a ‘broad’ audience (because women’s issues are not just women’s issues), The Broadsheet is for
readers who want to read stories about all the incredible women who are shattering glass ceilings around the globe,” shares Kayti Christian of The Good
Trade.
Moz
A successful business strategy depends on effective marketing, and Moz is where to go for the latest SEO advice. Packed with tips and trends, the Moz
newsletter is a must for keeping your company in the know.
“What’s interesting about Moz’s approach is that they don’t necessarily push their own content,” explains Jeff Keleher of Brafton, “but feature external articles
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A successful business strategy depends on effective marketing, and Moz is where to go for the latest SEO advice. Packed with tips and trends, the Moz
newsletter is a must for keeping your company in the know.
“What’s interesting about Moz’s approach is that they don’t necessarily push their own content,” explains Jeff Keleher of Brafton, “but feature external articles
they think their audience will find interesting, informative and valuable.”
Every issue includes a rundown of recommendations and tutorials to hone your company’s marketing efforts.
Stay connected with the market and the world by bringing information right to your doorstep every morning. It’s a great way to continually build your own
knowledge and expertise.
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